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Several scenario coexist application of the punishment judge is an outstanding 
problem of the unequal of the punishment judge, the scholars have different opinions 
on the above topics. the author try to establish some applicable norms on this field 
based on the researches done by other scholars. However, the author research into this 
topics on the functions of scenario of the punishment judge based on the current 
situations of our countries jurisprudence.     
Firstly, the author give a definition on the several scenario coexist application of 
the punishment judge, Several scenario coexist application of the punishment judge 
means that when the judge sentence the criminal case, there exist more than two 
scenarios on the same crime of the criminal that have influence on the punishment 
judge. the author correct some false statements by some scholars of our country, 
furthermore, the authors discuss the forms of several scenario coexist application of 
the punishment judge and the categories of several scenario coexist application of the 
punishment judge as well in order to explore the norms on this field.      
The second chapter concerning the essence of the function of the coexistence 
application on the coexist scenario, and give a correct meaning of the functions of the 
scenarios. However, there exist four legal functions of the scenario of punishment 
judge, such as sever punishment, minor punishment, punishment under the law 
required, punishment avoid etc, and the judge should apply it in accordance with law. 
However, the functions of the different scenario have different effects, when 
concerning with the application of the legal scenario, the judge should apply it 
according to law, as far as the discretional scenario concerned, the judge should apply 
it according to the degree of the responsibility that the criminal should take, as far as 
the several functions of the scenario concerned, the judge should apply it according to 
the degree of the criminal and the scenario and choose one from it. But when at the 
stage of the application, different amounts of the scenario have different effect, the 
functions of the scenario owns the quantity requirement. But it is impossible to 
analysis the quantity of the scenario in subtle one by one. The author consider it 














of the punishment. 
Finally, this paper criticize on the max scope formula and minimum scope of the 
coexist applications of the scenario, and give a study on the practice of the 
jurisprudence of foreign countries and the methods of current punishment judge in our 
country. The author consider it is feasiable to establish applicable norm for several 
scenarios coexist application of the punishment judge. Including four norms, the first 
princible is to abide by the princible of punishment judge according to the criminal 
law, the second pincible is about the norm of adoption scenario: it includes wholly 
evaluation, and adoption scenario based on the function effect of punishment judge, 
prohibition of evaluation repeatly. The third pinciple is the norm of quantitize each 
scenario of punishment judge: according to the serious degree of the criminal and the 
scenario. The forth principle is the norm for at the application stage, including the 
restrictive accumulation and adoption at the times of the same dimensions of the 
scenarios coexist and subrogative the scenarios at the diffent dimensions.    
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